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It’s no surprise that vintage lover 
Claire Morgan fell head over 
heels for a period house with 
lovely exposed floorboards and 
charming original features. But 
turning this house into a home 
has truly been a labour of love...
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Under Claire’s watchful eye, the terraced London 

house has had a complete makeover. When she 

moved in “it was a blank canvas”, so it has taken a 

little TLC to put her stylish stamp on it. 

Though Claire did bring on board a team of local 

builders to do much of the revamp, she says 

she “likes finishing it off and adding all the final 

touches”. 

 Claire describes her style as “eclectic, 

sometimes a little bit romantic but always 

personal.” When transforming the property into 

the quirky and homely haven she envisaged, being 

a stylist has certainly been an advantage - “My 

house is my props cupboard!” says Claire. 

 Claire is constantly on the lookout for ‘props’ 

that will bring a touch of homespun charm to her 

house, and her photo shoots.  “I am an addict for 

car boots. Every weekend in the summer I’m at a 

car boot!” says Claire. 

 Though Claire has filled her home with 

trinkets, antiques and ornaments, each item has 

been selected with care. “Everything in the house 

has got a certain memory - I know where I bought 

it from and who I was with,” says Claire. 
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“My house is my 
props cupboard!” 



“I like being able 
to walk out of my 
door and wave to 
my neighbours”
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 Every thoughtfully chosen piece has 

an emotional attachment for Claire -a lovely 

concept which lends her house a homely, well 

loved atmosphere. It is also a refreshing take on 

sourcing interiors. “I don’t think there is anything 

in the house that’s actually been bought from 

a department store,” says Claire. “Everything 

is from a car boot sale, a junk shop or has been 

passed down through my family.”

 Something Claire finds irresistible, and 

takes a lot of inspiration from, is antiquarian 

books. “I buy lots of them from Car boot sales. I 

find that a lot of vintage stuff gets regurgitated 

in our styles now. I love all the old colours and 

illustrations, the texts and fonts. Hence all the 

vintage books around the place!”

 Claire’s house is now nearing completion. 

“For the last three years there have been builders 

in here constantly. Now it is beginning to feel like 

a home,” she says. Claire and her “best friend” 

Molly the cat don’t plan on leaving any time soon. 

Now her house has been transformed into a home, 

Claire says she’d “like to say here for as long as I 

can”. 

 She relaxes by getting green fingered in 

the garden and turning her abundant apple crops 

into sumptuous puddings and cakes and is loving 

getting to know her neighbourhood. “There is 

a little community here,” Claire says. “I know 

everyone on my street and I like being able to 

walk out of my door and wave to my neighbours.”

“I am an addict 
for car boots”

www.clairemorgan.co.uk

clairemorganstylist.blogspot.com 85
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“Everything in the house 
has got a certain memory – 
I know where I bought it 
from and who I was with” 
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Style steal
Get the look from Claire’s home

Bethany 
French 
Bronze 
Chandelier, £295 
from Alexander & Pearl

Swedish Crown 
Lantern, £59.95 

from Nordic House

Owl Bookends , £17.50 
from Drift Living

Eames DSW 
Chairs, £256.70 

from Heal’s

Plantable paper bunting, 
£14 from The Green Gables

Vintage Clock, £450
from The Old Cinema

Silver Glass Bowl, £6.95 
from Nordic House
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